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Happy Soul Train Friday. https://bit.ly/37sfrd6 Here is the S.O.S. Band offering some sage advice as we
slide into the weekend.
You know you ought to slow down…You been working too hard and that's a fact
Sit back and relax a while…. Take some time to laugh and smile
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures edge higher ahead of today’s Jobs report at 8:30am ET. Estimate is
470,000 jobs added in November (683k jobs added in October) and an unemployment rate of 6.7%. If you are
wondering why the stock market continues to rally, just look at money flow charts from the last 4 weeks.
BofA said $115 billion poured into equity funds. Here is the best line from their research report: The past 10
months has been characterized by the “quickest bear market of all-time... greatest policy panic of all-time...
greatest Wall Street rally of all-time,” BofA said. Covid-19 cases mount, but the underlying story of a global
recovery remains intact. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +13.90, 10-Yr Yield: 0.928%.
Interesting table of the Top 30 stocks over the last 30 years. Courtesy of Compound Advisors. The final
numbers look easy, but the charts say otherwise. Plenty of massive drawdowns that would’ve shaken out
even the most patient, long-term investor. https://bit.ly/2VAzNvi
CORE Headlines:
 U.S. employers likely hired the fewest workers in six months in November, hindered by a resurgence in
new COVID-19 cases that, together with a lack of more government relief money, threatens to reverse
the recovery from the pandemic recession.-Reuters
 Stimulus talks continue to move forward, but there are still disagreements on state and local funding
and liability protection. Lawmakers hope to attach stimulus to government funding bill. Joe Biden
says he supports $908 bln stimulus plan.-WSJ
 Some damage to Sino-U.S. ties is "beyond repair" amid a new wave of Trump administration measures
to counter China, Chinese state media warned, amid growing rancour underlined by an ugly Twitter
spat between a U.S. senator and Chinese journalists.-Reuters
 Food delivery startup DoorDash said it now expects to raise up to $3.14 billion in its U.S. initial public
offering (IPO) after lifting its pricing range, signaling a frenzied interest from investors.-Reuters (good
luck with all that https://bit.ly/36KrtQ5 )
 The Senate passed a bill clearing up a green-card backlog for Indian immigrants, but large differences
exist between it and House bills, and the short window for consolidating them will negatively affect
the prospect of a law taking effect soon.-WSJ
 Coronavirus shots awaiting US approval will require ultracold temperatures to transport and store,
putting pressure on dry-ice makers that are grappling with a boost in demand from a surge in ecommerce during the pandemic.-WSJ
 A growing number of companies that trimmed the contributions they made to employees’ 401(k)
retirement plans earlier this year are reversing course as their businesses rebound and a Covid-19
vaccine is on the horizon.-WSJ
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The Justice Department is discussing a deal with Huawei chief financial officer Meng Wanzhou that
would allow her to return to China from Canada if she admits wrongdoing in a criminal case involving
fraud charges related to US sanctions on Iran.-WSJ
Canadian marijuana stocks mostly rose Thursday, ahead of a House vote set for Friday that would
remove pot from the US list of controlled substances, though the MORE Act faces little hope of
passing in a Republican controlled Senate.-IBD
The Wisconsin Supreme Court threw out Trump's election lawsuit Thursday, two days after he asked
the justices to revoke the certification of a contest he lost by nearly 21,000 votes.-USA
In a letter to AMZN chief Jeff Bezos, 400 global politicians said the world “knows that Amazon can
afford to pay its workers, its environmental cost and its taxes,” but that the company has “dodged
and dismissed [its] debts to workers, societies and the planet,”-NYP
UK-European Union trade talks hit a snag Thursday after British officials accused France of making
last-minute demands about fishing rights in British waters, leaving the agreement hanging and
alarming officials on both sides who had hoped for deal this weekend.-FT
Despite record-breaking, around-the-clock production, Lysol still vanishes from store shelves in a
matter of hours—and this was true even before the latest Covid spike.-BW
San Francisco took the first step on Thursday to formally condemn the naming of a major hospital
after FB founder Mark Zuckerberg and his wife, the latest flashpoint in the debate over the proper role
for billionaire philanthropy.-Recode (That is San Fran in a nutshell)
Joe Biden says he will ask all Americans to wear masks for his first 100 days in office, and he will
require it where he has authority such as federal buildings.-CNN

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Freight Waves: How the Panama Canal traffic jam is affecting ocean shipping https://bit.ly/39DGepr
 HBR: Digital tools are revolutionizing mental health care https://bit.ly/2JJpGSc
 LA Times: Angry parents ask questions on lockdown inconsistencies https://lat.ms/2L8MGe9
 Southern Living: Best chili recipes https://bit.ly/3mBDgpb (If you can find another place on the
internet that combines Soul Trains clips, market news and chili recipes in a somewhat coherent
manner, please let me know.)
Charts from The Daily Shot:
some updates on inflation.

• An increasing share of service-sector companies have been boosting prices, according to the ISM
report (above).
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• The dollar continues to weaken, putting upward pressure on commodities and import prices. By the
way, this is a positive development for domestic manufacturers who will have an easier time
competing with foreign firms.
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Bloomberg’s consumer sentiment index has not improved since the summer.
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Will the government extend these emergency programs? The new bipartisan bill contemplates adding
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a few months. Here is a comparison to the GOP’s bill introduced a few months back.
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Source: @bpolitics Read full article

Online activity related to searching for a job has deteriorated.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading

the US household debt service ratio is at a record low. That’s due to lower interest rates and a
massive cash injection from the government.

Source: @jsblokland
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mortgage rates continue to hit new lows.

Sentiment indicators are flashing excessive optimism for stocks.

Source: @sentimentrader
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fund flows point to high levels of risk appetite.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs
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Analysts expect earnings growth to accelerate next year.

Source: Deutsche Bank Research

Platinum is at resistance.
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Source: barchart.com

Brent is testing $50/bbl.

Source: barchart.com
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The market is bringing forward expectations of the first Fed rate hike.
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Gen-Z under stress:

Source: APA Read full article

Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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